Abstract-The techniques of linearized least squares inversion (LLSI) and simulated annealing (SA) are both used to invert a series of synthetic and real normal-incidence, geo-acoustic sonar returns for estimates of impedance versus two-way travel time in the top several meters of ocean floor sediment. The objective is to determine the better (faster, more accurate) method for inverting this class of data. LLSI uses an over parameterized earth, i.e., one composed of layers whose thickness corresponds to a travel time equal to the sample interval. This makes the inverse problem quite large, but also makes it nearly linear. SA uses a more efficient parameterization, one whose layers have variable thickness as well as variable impedance. Because of the relatively narrow frequency band (-1 octave at 20 dB down from the peak) the time domain signal is oscillatory and inversion for layer thickness is nonlinear. Results show greater time efficiency in solving the large linear problem (LLSI) than in solving the small nonlinear problem (SA). However, in both cases almost all of the waveform energy was modeled, indicating that essentially all the information in the data had been successfully recovered. The inversions are applied to 10-20 kHz field data acquired offshore Florida, and several techniques are employed to enhance the effectiveness of each inversion method.
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I. INTRODUCTION
HE COMPLETE recovery of sediment property infor-T mation from acoustic sonar returns requires fitting every significant waveform in that return. This is achieved most effectively through full waveform inversion. Because of the inherent ambiguity of the band limited, normal incidence data used in this study, we were able to invert for acoustic impedance only, (velocity and density effects are indistinguishable), with model variations limited to the frequency band of the probing pulse. Although we allow sediment properties to vary only with depth, (1-D earth) each source fire or ping is inverted independently. The final impedance estimates are displayed side-by-side resulting in a 2-D (depth and range dependent) impedance cross section.
Two waveform inversion methods are applied and compared here, a linearized least squares inversion (LLSI) and a nonlinear simulated annealing (SA), both of which have been used successfully on wide-angle multi-channel field seismic data to yield estimates of density and compressional velocity vs. depth. Wood et al. [20] used LLSI to examine vertical sediment property changes thinner than one wavelength when given a good background model, and Sen and Stoffa [ 161 demonstrated the effectiveness of SA in determining velocity and density given the initial travel time of several events. Lindwall et al. [lo] also showed the effectiveness of SA on synthetic data in determining sediment shear wave velocity. The primary issue explored here is the more effective means of obtaining an impedance profile from a normally incident acoustic pulse. The implementation of LLSI described here requires the use of many thin equispaced layers, resulting in computationally intensive but near linear operations involving large matrices. Conversely the implementation of SA described here uses only a few layers whose thickness and impedance can vary greatly. This parameterization results in a much smaller, but also highly nonlinear problem.
A. Field Data: Offshore Florida
In January 1995, an extensive survey was conducted off the Florida Keys in which many seismic systems acquired data and many invasive measurements (including gravity cores) were taken [IS] . We concentrate here on normal incidence acoustic data acquired with the U.S. Navy's acoustic sediment classification system (ASCS) [7] near three sites in the Dry Tortugas study area where gravity driven cores were also acquired. Fig. 1 shows the location of the core sites and ASCS data used in this study. The ASCS was equipped with a moon pool mounted E D 0 transducer tuned to 15 kHz and was driven with a 0.22 ms pulse, (3.3 cycles at 15 kHz). The sample rate was 78.125 kHz, and 4000 samples were recorded for each return, or "ping." U S . Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. in three different forms. Note the dominance of the water bottom reflection in the raw (constant gain) panel. For display purposes only, an automatic gain control (AGC) is applied that brings out the small sedimentary structures in this otherwise very homogeneous area. The third panel from the left shows data that has undergone deconvolution. Note the significant compression in time of the water bottom event as well as its change in arrival time due to the application of the zero phase wavelet Deconvolved data are also shown for sites 179 and 229. Note the high lateral variability of some reflectors (especially the acoustic basement at -34 ms) in both time and amplitude.
The sediments in this study area consist of 0.0 to 2.0 m of a largely homogeneous shallow water carbonate sediment over a hard, carbonate reef below which negligible acoustic energy penetrates. The gravity cores typically bottomed out on the hard reef, but recovered all of the softer sediment. The cores have been analyzed for many sediment attributes, among them P-wave velocity and density, whose product is acoustic impedance. These attributes were measured every 2 cm by a Shultheiss core logger [2] . Fig. 3 shows the impedances at the three sites plotted as a function of two way travel time for ease in comparison to acoustic data. These logs will constrain the inversion results as discussed later.
B. The Source Wavelet
The ability to invert data meaningfully depends to a large degree on knowledge of the source wavelet. Because no transducer is perfect, but instead acts as a filter, the driving signal [ Fig. 4(a) ] frequently bears only moderate resemblance to the actual pulse [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Because the sediments in this region are vertically very homogeneous we assume that the water bottom mimics a simple impedance contrast and therefore yields a scaled version of the usable wavelet. The water bottom wavelet shown in Fig. 4(b) includes both the transmit and receive transfer functions of the entire electronic system including the transducer, and was derived by summing, in phase, several water bottom reflections, shifting to time zero, and tapering in time to achieve zero amplitude at time zero and beyond 0.65 ms, the end of the wavelet.
Once obtained, the source wavelet was used to deconvolve the data through dividing the frequency domain acoustic return by the frequency domain wavelet, and returning to 
METHOD 1 : LINEARIZED LEAST-SQUARES INVERSION

A. Earth Model Parameterization
For the inversion of finite-band seismic data the choice of Parameterization can affect the linearity of a problem. For the LLSI, the earth at each ping location is assumed to consist of a stack of homogeneous, isotropic, visco-acoustic layers, each with an independently varying acoustic impedance. The travel time across each layer is identical and corresponds to the time sample interval. This over parameterization ensures that all reflection events will be modeled. In areas of no reflectivity, adjacent layers will have identical impedance. The over parameterization also makes the problem very nearly linear. The amplitudes at each sample will be very nearly linearly related to model perturbations at the layer corresponding to that sample. The very high attenuation (low Q ) is what keeps this parameterization from being linear. Interbed multiples are not considered in LLSI and therefore do not affect the linearity of the inversion. This implementation is not appropriate where strong reverberations are expected.
B. The Starting (Background) Model
Because the acoustic data alone are sensitive only to vertical variations within or near the frequency band of the pulse, (10-20 kHz), any additional model character must be added a priori by some other means such as extrapolation from nearby impedance logs. We assume that the portions of the model which are low frequency (0-10 kHz) in the vertical (temporal) sense will also be as low or lower frequency in the lateral sense. We see this in the impedances measured from cores shown in Fig. 3 . Except for depressed impedances in the lower portion of site 229, the impedances cluster around a trend line given by I,,, = 2.87 + 0.315t where I,,, is the acoustic impedance in (kg/m3)(m/s) x lop6, and t is two way time below seafloor in ms. Correspondingly, we also assume that the portions of the model which are high frequency vertically ( 10-20 kHz) will also be high frequency laterally. This behavior is also seen in Fig. 3 (arrows) where small excursions from the trend are not continuous from one site to the next. Fortunately, this approach fits very well with way data are acquired, sparse coring which supplies the lowfrequency information and dense acoustic profiling, which through inversion, supplies the high-frequency portions of the model.
Another way of adding apriori model information is simply to assume that the earth is composed of a few homogeneous layers thick enough that reflections from the tops and bottoms of the layers do not significantly interfere. Given the peak amplitude of an isolated reflection event, and the impedance of the layer above, the impedance for the layer below can be computed using geometric divergence, transmission loss, and an assumed attenuation, Q , similar to the method of Panda et al. [15] . 
C. Generalized Inverse
LLSI, a weighted, damped least squares inversion procedure has recently been performed successfully on multichannel seismic field data [20] using the iterative matrix equation from
(1) where 
convolutional model. Between each pair of layers a reflection coefficient is computed, resulting in a reflection coefficient series whose amplitudes are adjusted for spherical divergence and attenuation at the peak frequency. This modified time series is then convolved with the known, calibrated source wavelet [ Fig. 4( c) ] .
Equation (1) It is important to note that this objective function consists of a model and data error and it is the combination of these errors which is to be minimized. Even if the data are matched exactly the objective function may be quite large if the corresponding model is far from the prior model. Differences between actual wave propagation and the forward modeling g(m,), take the same form as, and are absorbed into the data covariances in Gd. For this study these errors increase when wave propagation can no longer be accurately modeled with the convolutional model discussed above, (e.g., in areas of strong interbed multiples, strongly varying Q , or strong lateral variability).
Note in (I) , the inversion of a matrix of dimension 7Lmod. Because matrix inversions require substantial computational effort that increases exponentially with the dimension, it is best to keep this matrix as small as possible. For multioffset data ndat is typically much larger than nn,od and (1) is used. We may, however, rewrite (1) as
( 2 ) where the matrix to be inverted now has dimension ndat [ 171. For the over parameterized ASCS application described here, n,,d
> ndat so Equation (2) is more efficient. For example, a 512 sample time series requires nmod = 512. Applying the inversion in the frequency domain (a linear tran5formation so the linearity of the problem is unaffected) and looking only at the frequency range of the source, (e.g., 10 to 20 kHz for the source shown in Fig. 3 ) we see that ndat = 67 complex, or 134 single valued data. This smaller matrix inversion speeds the inversion considerably and for this reason the inversion is performed in the frequency domain. The principal disadvantage to this comes in the form of more difficult assessment of model and data covariances, discussed later.
In many areas where normal incidence marine data are acquired (soft layered sediments where reflection coefficients are less than 0.1), the earth models are such that the forward and inverse problem are virtually linear, that is Ad = G a m
D. Model and Data Covariance
Least squares inversion minimizes the combination of model and data error whose a priori values are given in the model and data covariance matrices. The relative sizes of these covariances dictate how far the final model estimate will deviate from the starting model. A small model covariance and large data covariance are indicative of greater confidence in the starting model than in the data. The actual values of the a priori model and data errors are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution. Therefore the diagonal of the data or model covariance matrix is simply the variance, or square of the standard deviation of the particular Gaussian distribution used. In this study, each datum is a frequency within the band of interest, for which it is unfortunately very difficult to assign a variance. We assume the variances to be inversely proportional to the value of the amplitude spectrum. Where the spectrum has peaks the signal to ambient noise ratio is a maximum so the variance is a minimum. Conversely, where the amplitude spectrum approaches the noise floor, the variance is a maximum. This effectively weights each datum in relation to its certainty. We assume the covariances (off diagonal terms) to be zero because each frequency component is independent of every other frequency component. This matrix is therefore purely diagonal.
Assigning values to the model covariance matrix is also difficult in practice. Again the off diagonal, covariance terms are assumed to be zero because we do not expect the impedance of any layer to be correlated with the impedance of any other layer. The a priori variances are assumed constant at 1.0 x lop6 (kg/m3)(m/s). The a posteriori model covariances are difficult to display because it is individual frequencies in the model, not individual layers which most significantly affect the data. To apply error bars on the model plot would require displaying the model in the frequency domain, which would make the physical, oceanographic interpretation of the model impossible.
Because for this study the data in the frequency range of interest is much more certain than the model in this frequency range, the values of Cd were chosen to be about two orders of magnitude smaller than those of CrrL.
III. METHOD 2: SIMULATED ANNEALING
Simulated annealing (SA) is an optimization method that employs a random search controlled by a statistical selection criterion [6] , [14] . The search over model space is done by perturbing one variable of the current model, calculating synthetic data with a forward model routine then comparing the synthetic data to the real data using an objective function. If the new model is a better "fit," resulting in a lower objective function for the new model, then this new model is chosen as the current model and the process is repeated. If the new model produces a higher objective function, it may still be chosen as the current model, but with the probability where E and E' are the old and new objective function values respectively, and T is the "temperature." At a high T , the chance of choosing the solution with a higher objective function is much higher than at a low T . This process is begun at a high T and repeated hundreds or thousands of times as T is slowly reduced in a process that is mathematically analogous to annealing a crystalline material. If T is reduced slowly enough over the proper range, then the solution, or object, will "anneal" into a single crystal (model) which is the lowest energy state possible and the synthetic data calculated will be the best possible fit to the data [19] .
A variety of objective functions can be used in SA [16] . Here, we used both cross correlation (CC1) and the residual (LI). We normalized the objective functions by defining a perfect fit as 0.0 and scaling the objective function to the data so that a totally random model will have an objective function value of about 1 .O. This places the critical temperature (temperature at which significant annealing occurs) between 0.1 and 1.0 [I] so we can start with T = 1.0, enabling us to explore all local minima without doing many unnecessary calculations at a high T .
The SA algorithm we used in this study is based on the classical Metropolis algorithm [ 141, but has a layer dependent temperature option and a temperature dependent model search window [5] . The layer dependent temperature is different than adaptive SA [3], [SI since we set temperature relative to the layer number. We justify fitting the top layers first since the uppermost reflections (the sea floor) are much stronger than later arrivals and do not interact with the lower layers. Solving for the lower layers requires knowing the impedance of the upper layers well. This is essentially a layer stripping strategy, commonly used in many geophysical problems. We used an inverse linear cooling schedule within each layer and a T range of lo4 or lo5 meaning we would be solving for 4 or 5 layers simultaneously. This top first approach did not always give superior performance with the field data. Inverting the field data using 24 variables sometimes found better fits (smaller residuals) with the layer stripping option turned off.
The SA algorithm we used also has elements of the very fast simulated re-annealing (VFSA) algorithm [SI, which uses a Gaussian search window of T dependent width with sharp edges at user defined search bounds for all model variables. This allows for a complete search of the model space at higher temperatures and a much finer search pattern at low temperatures while still maintaining the ability to escape local minima.
The forward algorithm used to calculate the synthetic data used by the SA algorithm is the reflectivity code PNSEB [9], [11] , [12] . This code was modified to efficiently compute only vertical incidence seismograms by computing only one ray parameter at 0 s h , but was still computing over 1000 frequencies because of the time series length. Reflectivity does calculate all multiple reflections but this is not important in this application. We see weak multiples in our simple model synthetic data but they had almost no effect on inversion solutions. A convolutional approach such as used in LLSI would have been more efficient for the environments studied here, but the reflectivity method had been previously integrated into the SA algorithm for application to other data types [lo] .
The model parameterization used for SA has fewer variables than that used in LLSI, but allows greater variation in the value of these variables. Each earth model is composed of an arbitrary number of layers, each with variable thickness and impedance so only regions of significant reflectivity need be modeled. Because only impedance can be recovered from these data compressional velocity is held constant while solving for density and layer thickness. Alternatively, the same impedance solutions could be found by holding density constant and solving for compressional velocity. The SA model vector therefore holds impedance as a relatively sparse function of depth whereas in LLSI it holds impedance as a relatively dense function of two way travel time.
Our initial attempts to invert the synthetic waveform data for layer thickness and impedance failed even for very slow cooling schedules, probably because of the extreme nonlinearity of the problem. The narrow-bandwidth waveform produces a multiminimum residual series where only an impractically slow cooling schedule will end in the global minimum. 20 000 iterations was not sufficient to find the global minimum for the 3-layer test case with 8 variables yet that was impractical since each forward calculation took about 1 s. Using higher temperatures for the impedance variables than for the layer thickness variables did not help. We did get an excellent fit for the same test case in only 394 iterations with a new approach using the waveform envelope of the time series (Fig. 5) . The limitation to fitting only the envelope is that the phase of impedance contrasts cannot be identified, only the amplitude can be measured. We did allow for possible decreases in impedance with depth since they do frequently occur in sediments. This phase ignorance in SA-envelope inversion turns out to not be important for the narrow band data from finely layered media that we analyze here because the determination of polarity is nearly impossible even with the complete waveform. The first test case (Figs. 5 and 6 ) however, demonstrates this phase ignorance for a simple thickly layered model. Ignoring the phase of impedance contrasts also risks producing a model solution whose impedance becomes unrealistically large or small since a "hard' layer with high impedance may appear in the solution as a "soft" layer with low impedance. We avoided these problems by putting bounds on the impedance variables to keep them geologically reasonable. 
Iv. TESTS OF LLSI AND SA ON SYNTHETIC DATA
We show several applications of LLSI and SA-envelope inversion on synthetic data in Figs. 6 and 7. In all cases the synthetic data sets posing as "observed" data sets were computed and inverted with Q = 272. For each iteration of LLSI the sensitivity matrix and generalized inverse matrix were computed only once, and used via (3) with the mest being used as m, for the next iteration, (recall that attenuation makes the problem nonlinear). The inversion was stopped at convergence or 20 iterations, which ever came first. The synthetic seismogram in Fig. 6(a) was computed from the impedance profile of Fig. 6(d) using the 10-20 kHz wavelet of Fig. 4(c) . (This was generated using the LLSI forward algorithm, but synthetics from each algorithm were checked and found to be almost identical.)
The starting model used by LLSI (Fig. 6(b) , gray line) was found using the peak finding method mentioned earlier. The result of the LLSI is the impedance profile Fig. 6(c) . Note that the slight error in starting impedance for the bottom layer results in some "overshoot" phenomena, although the result has clearly moved from the incorrect starting value toward the correct value. The data residual ("observed'-synthetic) is quite small (Fig. 6(e) is magnified 100x) indicating virtually all the information in the seismogram has been recovered. However, because the data are insensitive to the gross trends in the model a different starting model, (Fig. 6(f), gray) results in an erroneous model, [ Fig. 6(g) ], but still yields a very small data residual (Fig. 6(h) is magnified 100x) . Fig. 6(i) shows the SA-envelope result from the same seismogram. The search bounds were 2 m for the depth to seafloor, 1 m for the layer thickness for 3 sediment layers and from 1.5 to 3 for the sediment impedances including the lower half-space resulting in 8 parameters to solve for. The inversion solution gave interface depths within 0.001 m (1.33 ps) and impedance ratios within 0.01 of the true values after 394 iterations. The small envelope residual (Fig. 6(i) ) shows that the waveforms were well modeled. The signs of the impedance contrasts are wrong for the second and third interfaces giving a low impedance for the second layer rather than for the third.
A second series of test results are shown in Fig. 7 . The synthetic in Fig. 7(a) was computed from the impedance profile of Fig. 7(b) , which is the actual impedance log from site 229. Again the wavelet used was that of Fig. 4(c) . LLSI inversion used the starting model [ Fig. 7(c) ] from the trend of the core data of Fig. 3 . The inversion result is shown in Fig. 7(d) , and data residual (magnified 1OOOx) in Fig. 7(g) . Note that the positions of all the major reflectors are recovered but the magnitude of the impedance contrasts at 30.9 ms and 32.2 ms is underestimated.
The result of a broader band LLSI inversion is shown in Fig. 7(e) . Here a zero phase wavelet from 5 to 39 kHz, both lower and higher frequency, was used to generate the "observed' synthetic and perform the inversion. Again the data residual, (Fig. 7(h) magnified 100x) is small, but note also the improved recovery of the model, particularly the reflections at 30.9 ms and 32.2 ms. This result is certainly not unexpected, but highlights the limitations of narrow band data.
SA-envelope inversion of the narrow band data gave a solution with 5 layers (10 parameters, 23600 iterations) between the seafloor and the bottom of the core, and effectively modeled most of the waveform energy resulting in a small envelope residual (Fig. 7(i) magnified l o x ) . Although average impedance values for the layers differ by as much as a factor of 1.3 from the true model, the depths of the major features at 30.7, 31.6, and 32.2 ms are all located properly. The small data residual and large error again demonstrate the lack of low frequency model information in the data.
v. APPLICATION TO FIELD DATA
We applied both LLSI and SA on a single field sonar return, that which was closest to the site 229 impedance log, (Fig. 8) .
Initial preparation of the field data included deconvolution, scaling the data so amplitudes at the seafloor were consistent with the impedance contrasts expected from the core logs, and elimination of variations in arrival time due to sea state. The starting model used in LLSI was the trend from Fig. 3 . From left to right, Fig. 8 shows the field data, Fig. 8(a) , LLSI residual, Fig. 8(b) , SA residual, Fig. 8(c) , LLSI result (gray), the SA result, (bold), and the impedance log (fine). The LLSI solution imitates the high-frequency character of the data and follows the same low frequency impedance gradient as the starting model. SA-envelope inversion found several minor reflectors at depths corresponding to the larger peaks in the data and fortuitously found the same positive impedance gradients as seen in the log. The SA solution shown solved for 12 parameters with 5665 iterations. Neither residual is as small as those seen in synthetic examples, which is most likely due to lack of knowledge about the true wavelet, (system transfer function). Other possible sources of the discrepancy include a far greater attenuation than 1 dB/m, a significant difference in the wavelengths used in the core log and data acquisition, and possible disturbance of the sediments during coring.
Despite this problem the sub-seafloor reflectors can be seen if a sequence of inversion results are displayed side by side forming an impedance section. Fig. 9 shows all 75 pings from the site 229 panel shown in Fig. 2 inverted using LLSI, (SA would have been prohibitively slow). The starting model used here is the same for each ping, and because the sensitivity and generalized inverse matrices are functions only of the starting model and forward algorithm they need only be computed once. The computation of the two large matrices required -15 seconds on a SPARCIM 10, and subsequent application of the generalized inverse required -40 seconds for the 75 pings shown in Fig. 9 . Immediately apparent in Fig. 9 is the dominance by the low frequency (0-5 Hz) starting model and the high frequency (1 0-20 kHz) waveforms. The model reveals no character at other frequencies because no information at other frequencies exists in the data or has been supplied to the algorithm. This map of impedance vs. depth and range shows deviations from the trend that correspond to shell rich layers (31.7 ms) and the top of the carbonate reef (33.5 ms).
VI CONCLUSION
For the data presented here the solution of the large nearly linear problem is more efficient than the smaller very nonlinear one. LLSI runs fast enough to operate in real or near real time, and allows full control of the prior information in the starting model. With accurate knowledge of the wavelet all waveforms are modeled so all information in the data is recovered.
Although the algorithms used are named for their methods of inversion (LLSI and SA) it would be incorrect to conclude that least squares inversion is somehow the winner of a contest. Factors such as parameterization, choice of objective function, and method of forward modeling are crucial to the performance of each algorithm and are all different for each algorithm. LLSI uses a parameterization that makes the problem linearizable, it uses a starting model and model error in its least squares objective function, and it uses a simple convolutional algorithm for its forward modeling. SA uses a much simpler parameterization, it requires no a priori model information, and uses a more sophisticated wave based algorithm for its forward computations.
The principal drawback of LLSI is the possibility of encountering a local minimum in the optimization. This can occur if the a priori values supplied in the data pass band are too far from the true value. Recall that the starting block model [ Figure 6 (b)] contains information at all frequencies. If the information within the data pass band had been more than slightly incorrect, LLSI may have failed to converge. The starting model described here was created using an event picker which will fail under conditions of too much additive noise, too narrow a bandwidth, or interfering reflections. The starting and true models would then have spanned a portion of model space within which A d # Gam, and LLSI may still have achieved a small residual but may have failed to yield the true model. This problem can be easily avoided if model will always have the same general shape as the starting model.
It should also be noted that the time needed for LLSI will increase geometric ally with the number of frequencies used in the inversion (either from finer frequency sampling or wider band). The performance will also be significantly degraded if a new sensitivity matrix is required more than once, e.g., once per ping, or if more sophisticated modeling like PNSEB is required in the forward algorithm to include the effects of strong reverberations. These factors may significantly reduce or even eliminate the speed advantage of LLSI over SA.
SA is a much more flexible algorithm, able to deal with nonlinearity, but at the cost of significant compute time, impractically long for these high frequency narrow-band data. The envelope fitting modification made solutions feasible but still far too slow for inverting every ping of the ASCS data, and the phase ignorance resulting from this modification can give bad solutions for data from thickly layered media. However, the SA-envelope method finds arrival times to less than one cycle [ Fig. 6(d) ]. This opens the possibility of a two stage SA inversion, first using the envelope to identify depths of major reflections and then using the entire waveform to recover all phase information. Alternatively, we could devise an objective function using both the wave form and the envelope, weighting toward the envelope at high T and toward the waveform at low T .
Both of the inversions here match the significant waveforms in the data and therefore effectively recover the information contained therein. LLSI quantitatively combines a priori knowledge of the environment (starting model, model covariances) and experiment (data covariances) with the observed data to yield a very complete model. SA requires no explicit starting model, but supplies the inversion with a priori information in the form of the search bounds and the number of layers used.
It is clear from this study that the impedance estimates from a single data set can vary drastically depending on the choice of earth parameterization, and technique used. One choice results in a problem so nonlinear that SA has difficulty, and another results in an almost perfectly linear problem.
It is also clear that the major source of discrepancy between the true and estimated models in these inversions is due to the fundamental lack of information in the data, not the method of inversion. For normal incidence data, some improvement may be achieved by increasing the signal-to-random-noise ratio through increased source power or redundancy (stacking). However, the only way to increase the inherent information content is to increase the signal bandwidth.
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